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are also likely to dimmish rapidly.   Few wells flow more than ten years.
The Precious Metals
(1) Placer Mining. The precious metals may serve as an example of
the stages of the mining industry. Gold occurs in such a form that it
particularly encourages prospecting. When found in small flakes or
nuggets in "placers," that is, in gravel deposited by running water, it can
be recovered very easily. The gravel may be placed in a large pan with
water and swirled about so that the water and gravel gradually spill out.
The gold, being heavy, stays at the bottom of the pan. Hence anyone
who can pay his way to the mining region can engage in gold mining.
There is always the chance of coming upon a pocket of gold dust or
nuggets and becoming rich in a day.
When the news of the great gold deposits of Klondike became known
in 1896, miners and adventurers from many lands toiled across the bitterly
cold mountains of Alaska. Everyone was so feverishly anxious to "make
his pile" that almost no one was willing to do ordinary work such as cook-
ing, house-building, store-keeping, and road-building. Hence wages rose
to five or ten times their usual level. Since the cost of carrying a ton a
mile over the mountains was about $20, the vast majority of the 30,000
people who penetrated the region had to spend most of their earnings
for food and lodging. The production of gold increased rapidly for a
few years as is shown in A302, but soon declined. This is typical of most
mining ventures. So, too, is the way in which most of the miners re-
turned home as poor as when they came.
One of the latest mining rushes has. been directed towards the radium
deposits of northern Canada. Although prospectors now travel to the
mining regions in airplanes, the search for minerals on the ground, and
the spirit of extravagance are still much the same as ever.
(2) Hydraulic Mining. A302 shows that, after the peak in 1900, gold
production in the Yukon district declined most of the time until 1925. It
went up, however, during the first World War because of new methods.
By the hydraulic method, for example, great streams of water are shot
against the gravel banks of the "placers," The water carries the gravel
into sluices where the heavy gold lodges in corrugations like those of a
washboard. In California hydraulic mining has stripped the bottoms
of many mountain valleys to the naked rock; the gravel has been washed
downstream where it has converted fertile alluvial plains into deserts of
small stones. Where there is sufficient water, as along the Sacramento
River in California, great floating dredges scoop up the gravel and extract
the gold. Such a dredge digs its own channel ahead of it, and fills the
space behind itself with great heaps of washed pebbles and cobble stones.

